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(Press the link below for the audio version of this bio)

https://soundcloud.com/mya-luv-33/our-story/s-VUsxGSQomRo

The year is 2020. December arrives at a fast pace, closing off a

year that we’ll hardly forget.

It’s CovidLand everywhere, I (Marven Denis) was working on a

french album with many collaborators when everything was

shut down. This shutdown allowed me some time to reassess

and rediscover my older catalogs, and, an entire universe,

hidden in my hard drive, that was waiting to be shared with

the world. This musical universe was enticed with colorful

instrumentation, meaningful messages and past experiences.

At that point, it was clear to me that the trajectory had

changed, and now my focus was to figure out a way to bring

these closeted songs to life…

Around the same time that year, I (Mya Luv) was working on

building demos for my songs, which consisted basically of a

good ol’ guitar and vocal recording. I was in the preproduction

chapter. Despite the uncertainty of what was occurring

worldwide, I was determined to release my first project.

Thankfully, this digital era gave me more hope into bringing

this body of work to fruition and share it with other souls. 

‘’Great minds think alike -

 Carl Theodor von Unlanski’’

, 

How our universes collided (Mya Luv & Marven Denis)

https://soundcloud.com/mya-luv-33/our-story/s-VUsxGSQomRo


I (Marven Denis) was checking in with various fellow musicians,

seeing how they were handling this pandemic, when I realized

everyone was in production mode (hey, you know what they

say: a mind is a terrible thing to waste!). Among those

musicians was Mya, which I had worked with a few years ago

for a live show, who happened to play the bass just like I. One

conversation led to another, and we decided to meet to

discuss music and share our library of songs. 

Little did I (Mya Luv) know that this reunion with Marven was

going to be the beginning of a meaningful collaboration and

partnership. Marven had the complementary skills to help me

produce and arrange what was once the backbone of my

project. ‘’Psst, Mya, please allow me (Marven) to interject. And

to my pleasant surprise, I discovered, in a nutshell, that she is a

nerd.’’

Okay hold on… What he really means is that I (Mya Luv) had the

equipment and the skills to produce and engineer our songs

**along with a compulsory addiction to online courses, and
geeking out on all kinds of boring technical stuff**
Fast forward a month and half, we had produced and arranged

2 EPs in an apartment and improvised ourselves a recording

booth in a closet.

In addition, we had two hidden cards in our deck: 

Adam Tune for mixing (Keys n Krates)

Stuart Hawkes for mastering (Metropolis UK)



These EP’s are scheduled to be on all digital platforms by the

end of August 2021. 

In the meantime, enjoy our first singles (out June 22nd, 2021)

Mya Luv-Fairytales and Lies:

https://player.believe.fr/v2/3616556204525

Marven Denis-Close to Me:

https://player.believe.fr/v2/3616556204549 

Feel free to visit our websites:

www.myaluv.com

www.marvendenis.com

https://player.believe.fr/v2/3616556204525
https://player.believe.fr/v2/3616556204549
http://www.myaluv.com/
http://www.marvendenis.com/

